Michael Yurievich Lermontov,
a brilliant Russian poet.
("Lermontov- Encyclopaedia Brittanica")

Lermontov was born in Oct. 15 [Oct. 3, Old Style], 1814, Moscow,
Russia—died in July 27 [July 15], 1841, Pyatigorsk, the leading Russian
Romantic poet and author of the novel Geroy nashego vremeni (1840; A
Hero of Our Time), which was to have a profound influence on later
Russian writers.

Life
Lermontov was the son of Yury Petrovich Lermontov, a retired army
captain, and Mariya Mikhaylovna, née Arsenyeva. At the age of three he
lost his mother and was brought up by his grandmother, Yelizaveta
Alekseyevna Arsenyeva, on her estate in Penzenskaya province. Russia's
abundant natural beauty, its folk songs and tales, its customs and
ceremonies, the hard forced labour of the serfs, and stories and legends of
peasant mutinies all had a great influence in developing the future poet's
character. Because the child was often ill, he was taken to spas in the
Caucasus on three occasions, where the exotic landscapes created lasting
impressions on him.
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In 1827 he moved with his grandmother to Moscow, and, while
attending a boarding school for children of the nobility (at Moscow
University), he began to write poetry and also studied painting. In 1828 he
wrote the poems Cherkesy ("Circassians") and Kavkazsky plennik
("Prisoner of the Caucasus") in the vein of the English Romantic poet Lord
Byron, whose influence then predominated over young Russian writers.
Two years later his first verse, Vesna ("Spring"), was published. The same
year he entered Moscow University, then one of the liveliest centres of
culture and ideology, where such democratically minded representatives of
nobility as Aleksandr Herzen, Nikolay Platonovich Ogaryov, and others
studied. Students ardently discussed political and philosophical problems,
the hard fate of serf peasantry, and the recent Decembrist uprising. In this
atmosphere he wrote many lyrical verses, longer, narrative poems, and
dramas. His drama Stranny chelovek (1831; "A Strange Man") reflected the
attitudes current among members of student societies: hatred of the despotic
tsarist regime and of serfdom. In 1832, after clashing with a reactionary
professor, Lermontov left the university and went to St. Petersburg, where
he entered the cadet school. Upon his graduation in 1834 with the rank of
subensign (or cornet), Lermontov was appointed to the Life-Guard Hussar
Regiment stationed at Tsarskoye Selo (now Pushkin), close to St.
Petersburg. As a young officer, he spent a considerable portion of his time
in the capital, and his critical observations of aristocratic life there formed
the basis of his play Maskarad ("Masquerade"). During this period his deep-but unreciprocated--attachment to Varvara Lopukhina, a sentiment that
never left him, was reflected in Knyaginya Ligovskaya ("Duchess
Ligovskaya") and other works.
Lermontov was greatly shaken in January 1837 by the death of the
great poet Pushkin in a duel. He wrote an elegy that expressed the nation's
love for the dead poet, denouncing not only his killer but also the court
aristocracy, whom he saw as executioners of freedom and the true culprits
of the tragedy. As soon as the verses became known to the court of
Nicholas I, Lermontov was arrested and exiled to a regiment stationed in
the Caucasus. Travel to new places, meetings with Decembrists (in exile in
the Caucasus), and introduction to the Georgian intelligentsia--to the
outstanding poet Ilia Chavchavadze, whose daughter had married a wellknown Russian dramatist, poet, and diplomatist, Aleksandr Sergeyevich
Griboyedov as well as to other prominent Georgian poets in Tiflis (now
Tbilisi) broadened his horizon. Attracted to the nature and poetry of the
Caucasus and excited by its folklore, he studied the local languages and
translated and polished the Azerbaijanian story "Ashik Kerib." Caucasian
themes and images occupy a strong place in his poetry and in the novel
Geroy nashego vremeni, as well as in his sketches and paintings.
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As a result of zealous intercession by his grandmother and by the
influential poet V.A. Zhukovsky, Lermontov was allowed to return to the
capital in 1838. His verses began to appear in the press: the romantic poem
Pesnya pro tsarya Ivana Vasilyevicha, molodogo oprichnika i udalogo
kuptsa Kalashnikova (1837; "A Song About Tsar Ivan Vasilyevich, His
Young Bodyguard, and the Valiant Merchant Kalashnikov"), the realistic
satirical poems Tambovskaya kaznacheysha (1838; "The Tambov
Paymaster's Wife") and Sashka (written 1839, published 1862), and the
romantic poem Demon. Soon Lermontov became popular; he was called
Pushkin's successor and was lauded for having suffered and been exiled
because of his libertarian verses. Writers and journalists took an interest in
him, and fashionable ladies were attracted to him. He made friends among
the editorial staff of Otechestvennye zapiski, the leading magazine of the
Western-oriented intellectuals, and in 1840 he met the prominent
progressive critic Belinsky, who envisioned him as the great hope of
Russian literature. Lermontov had arrived among the circle of St.
Petersburg writers.
At the end of the 1830s, the principal directions of his creative work
had been established. His freedom-loving sentiments and his bitterly
skeptical evaluation of the times in which he lived are embodied in his
philosophical lyric poetry ("Duma" ["Thought"], "Ne ver sebye . . . " ["Do
Not Trust Yourself . . . "]) and are interpreted in an original fashion in the
romantic and fantastic images of his Caucasian poems, Mtsyri (1840) and
Demon, on which the poet worked for the remainder of his life. Finally,
Lermontov's mature prose showed a critical picture of contemporary life in
his novel Geroy nashego vremeni, containing the sum total of his reflections
on contemporary society and the fortunes of his generation. The hero,
Pechorin, is a cynical person of superior accomplishments who, having
experienced everything else, devotes himself to experimenting with human
situations. This realistic novel, full of social and psychological content and
written in prose of superb quality, played an important role in the
development of Russian prose.
In February 1840 Lermontov was brought to trial before a military
tribunal for his duel with the son of the French ambassador at St.
Petersburg--a duel used as a pretext for punishing the recalcitrant poet. On
the instructions of Nicholas I, Lermontov was sentenced to a new exile in
the Caucasus, this time to an infantry regiment that was preparing for
dangerous military operations. Soon compelled to take part in cavalry
sorties and hand-to-hand battles, he distinguished himself in the heavy
fighting at Valerik River, which he describes in "Valerik" and in the verse
"Ya k vam pishu . . . " ("I Am Writing to You . . . "). The military command
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made due note of the great courage and presence of mind displayed by the
officer-poet.
As a result of persistent requests by his grandmother, Lermontov
was given a short leave in February 1841. He spent several weeks in the
capital, continuing work on compositions he had already begun and writing
several poems noted for their maturity of thought and talent ("Rodina"
["Motherland"], "Lyubil i ya v bylye gody" ["And I Was in Love"].
Lermontov devised a plan for publishing his own magazine, planned new
novels, and sought Belinsky's criticism. But he soon received an order to
return to his regiment and left, full of gloomy forebodings. During this long
journey he experienced a flood of creative energy: his last notebook
contains such masterpieces of Russian lyric poetry as "Utes" ("The Cliff"),
"Spor" ("Argument"), "Svidanye" ("Meeting"), "Listok" ("A Leaf"), "Net,
ne tebya tak pylko ya lyublyu" ("No, It Was Not You I Loved So
Fervently"), "Vykhozhu odin ya na dorogu . . . " ("I go to the Road
Alone..“) , and "Prorok" ("Prophet"), his last work.
On the way to his regiment, Lermontov lingered on in the health
resort city of Pyatigorsk for treatment. There he met many fashionable
young people from St. Petersburg, among whom were secret ill-wishers
who knew his reputation in court circles. Some of the young people feared
his tongue, while others envied his fame. An atmosphere of intrigue,
scandal, and hatred grew up around him. Finally, a quarrel was provoked
between Lermontov and another officer, N.S. Martynov; the two fought a
duel that ended in the poet's death. He was buried two days later in the
municipal cemetery, and the entire population of the city gathered at his
funeral. Later, Lermontov's coffin was moved to the Tarkhana estate, and
on April 23, 1842, he was buried in the Arsenyev family vault.
Assessment
Only 26 years old when he died, Lermontov had proved his worth as
a brilliant and gifted poet-thinker, prose writer, and playwright, the
successor of Pushkin, and an exponent of the best traditions of Russian
literature. His youthful lyric poetry is filled with a passionate craving for
freedom and contains calls to battle, agonizing reflections on how to apply
his strengths to his life's work, and dreams of heroic deeds. He was deeply
troubled by political events, and the peasant mutinies of 1830 had suggested
to him a time "when the crown of the tsars will fall." Revolutionary ferment
in Western Europe met with an enthusiastic response from him (verses on
the July 1830 revolution in France, on the fall of Charles X), and the theme
of the French Revolution is found in his later works (the poem Sashka).
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Civic and philosophical themes as well as subjective, deeply
personal motifs were closely interwoven in Lermontov's poetry. He
introduced into Russian poetry the intonations of "iron verse," noted for its
heroic sound and its energy of intellectual expression. His enthusiasm for
the future responded to the spiritual needs of Russian society. Lermontov's
legacy has found varied interpretations in the works of Russian artists,
composers, and theatrical and cinematic figures. His dramatic compositions
have played a considerable role in the development of theatrical art, and his
life has served as material for many novels, poems, plays, and films.
BIBLIOGRAPHY.
Laurence Kelly, Lermontov: Tragedy in the Caucasus (1977,
reissued 1983), is a detailed biography. Shorter biographical sketches are
found in the works of literary criticism, such as John Mersereau, Mikhail
Lermontov (1962); Janko Lavrin, Lermontov (1959); B.M. Eikhenbaum,
Lermontov: A Study in Literary-Historical Evaluation (1981); and John
Garrard, Mikhail Lermontov (1982), which discuss both the romantic
poetry and prose of the writer. Lermontov's largest and most important
prose work is analyzed in C.J.B. Turner, Pechorin: An Essay on
Lermontov's "A Hero of Our Time" (1978); and William Mills Todd III,
Fiction and Society in the Age of Pushkin: Ideology, Institutions, and
Narrative (1986). Good translations of Lermontov into English are found in
Charles Johnston (trans.), Narrative Poems by Alexander Pushkin and by
Mikhail Lermontov (1983); and Guy Daniels (trans.), A Lermontov Reader
(1965).
The official biography of the Russian poet Mikhal Yurievich
Lermontov would not be complete without mentioning that Lermontov is
considered as one of the mysterious Russian poet. The discussion of his life
and his literary works is still continued as more documents are discovered.
Mikhail lost his mother Mariya Mikhaylovna, née Arsenyeva, when
he was 2.5 years old. His grandmother Yelizaveta Alekseyevna Arsenyeva,
nee Stolypina, was a strong, egoistic and wealthy person. She was sure that
she is the only person who can take care of her grandson Misha Lermontov.
Misha’s father Yuri Petrovich Lermontov and all Lermontov’s relatives
were considered as miserable because of their relative poverty. Yelizaveta
Alekseyevna Arsenyeva had to accept that Yuri Petrovich Lermontov was a
nobleman so she could not ignore this fact. She promised to keep the
honour of Lermontov surname but as a matter of fact she separated Misha
from his father. Misha Lermontov was growing up in surrounding of the
Stolypin’s relatives mostly bearing just his own surname – Lermontov.
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Mikhail Yurievich believed that his ancestry is coming from Scotland. So
when he was at least at the age of fifteen in 1830 he wrote two poems “The
Grave of Ossian” and “Desire” dedicated to his homeland Scotland.

The Grave of Ossian
In my beloved Scottish highlands,
Under a curtain of cold mists,
Between the sky of storms and dry sands,
The grave of Ossian exists.
My dreaming heart flies to its stone
To breathe in native air puffs
And take from it the priceless loan The treasure of the second life.

Mikhai Lermontov, 1830.
(Translated by Yevgeny Bonver, October, 2000
Edited by Dmitry Karshtedt, May, 2001)

Desire
Why not am I the steppe raven,
Just passed me by across the haven?
Why can’t I glide alone on sky?
Being a spirit, being free and fly?
I'd fly to west, tear west along
To ancestral lea, to ancestral home,
To deserted castle on the foggy hill,
To forgotten ashes where ancestors live.
Their ancient shield on the castles’ wall,
Their rusty sword - It says it all.
I‘d fly to brush my sword and shield,
To recall the pride of flourished field
I have dream to touch Scottish harp a string
Hearty tone fulfill every castle wing
Waking up a dream, flying up the vault,
Breaking time and space, crashing poet’s soul.
But pray is hopeless, and dreams are vain
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Against the destiny, against the fate.
I am far away from foggy hills.
The Northern Sea as laying sill
The last offspring of Scottish knights,
Buried by snow, faded by night.
In snow country being born,
The foreign soul I did not learn.
Oh, why not am I the steppe raven?

Michael Lermontov, 1830
(Interpreted by Tatiana Molchanova, 2005).
Dear poet did not know how many prominent and wealthy
Lermontov relatives he had and who were the direct descendents, as poet
was, from the Scottish George Leirmont and who lived in Sankt Petersburg
at the same time as Mikhail Yurievich lived there: Admiral Mikhail
Nikolaevich Lermontov (1792-1866), General Major Vladimir Nikolaevich
Lermontov (1796-1876), General Major Dmitri Nikolaevich Lermontov
(1802-1854), General Major Vsevolod Nikolaevich Lermontov (18121877), General Major Rostislav Matveevich Lermontov (1810-1877), and
many others. Most of them belong to the heroes of the Russian wars of their
times.
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The lack of knowledge about Lermontov relatives was among the
reasons of the poet’s tragic fate. This particular theme is broadly discussing
in the Russian literature and would be the special topic of new literary
work.
The name of the Russian Poet Mikhail Yurievich Lermontov was
known in the Great Britain as early as 1843 when Thomas Shaw interpreted
Lermontov’s poem “Terek” (“Blackwood’s Edinburgh Magazine vol. 54,
Dec 1843):
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We think that in 1843 Scottish famous writer T. Shaw did not
connect Lermontov’s name with the Scottish family of Learmonth as the
article “Memories of Kirkaldy of Grange” that appeared in this Magazine in
January 1849 did not mention about possible connection Sir James
Learmonth of Dairsie with the Russian Poet Mikhail Lermontov. However
the Scottish Newspapers reacted pretty quickly in response to the Vladimir
Vasilievich Nikolski’s publication in the Russian Magazinr “Russkaya
Starina” in 1873. We present below the original article from a Scottish
Magazine (Collected by Henry George Farmer, GB 0247 MS Farmer 252,
and Accession Number: 4638, Glasgow University Library):
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This article probably raised for the first time the question of the kin
relations between Scottish Learmonths and Russian Lermontovs before the
Scottish historians and public. Unfortunately since those times there were
no any systematic studies in this direction in Scotland. There was probably
just belief. That is why the series publications appeared in 1925 and then in
1941, 1944 in the Scotland about the Scottish-Russian poet Mikhail
Yurievich Lermontov and we appreciate them all. These publications were
based on the Russian archives documentary work and Dr. Crocket’s request
to the Russian Imperial Academy of Sciences in St. Petersburg, 1913. We
illustrate below all of them in the chronological order (Glasgow University
Library, Farmer Special Collection, author’s private request).
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1925, by W. S. Crocket
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1925, by Thomas Ross.
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Two previous publications were in 1925.
The most impressive memories of the 100 anniversary of Mikhail
Yurievich Lermontov’s death were published in July 1941 in Scotland when
the Second World War stormed through Europe and Russia.
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The gift that is described in the Scottish Magazine above is wellknown in Russia. The descendents of Vladimir Nikolaevicn Lermontov,
whose portrait is presented above, made the extremely valuable donation to
the Russian National Defense Fund in 1941.
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Thomas Rhymer of Ereldoune Erceldoune (also spelled
Ercildoune - presently Earlston) or Thomas Learmonth
(1220-1297).

Illustration 9.
Upper image: the romantic image of Thomas Rhymer.
<Http://www.firstfoot.com/scotchmyth/thomastherhymer.htm>
Lower image: a map of Birckshire, 1654
(Atlas of Scotland by Joan Blue).
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There are many books and written records which refer to
Thomas and for that reason we can be certain that he did exist.
Erceldoune Thomas also called the Rhymer and Learmont, seer
and poet, occupies much the same position in Scottish popular
folklore as does Merlin in that of England, but with some historical
foundation. His actual existence and approximate date can be fixed
by contemporary documents.
The name of' Thomas Rimor de Ercildun, with four others,
is appended as witness to a deed whereby Petrus de Haga de
Bemersvde agreed to pay half a stone of wax annually to the Abbot
of Melrose for the chapel of St. Cuthbert at Old Melrose (Liber de
Melros, Bannatyne Club, 1298). The document is undated, but the
Petrus de Hags, cannot be he who witnessed the signature of
Richard de Mooresville, constable of Scotland, about 1170 (Liber
S. Marie de Dryburgh, Bannatyne, Club, 1847, p. 269), and must
be identified with the person of that name who lived about 1220)
(ib.pp.94-6), as proof the four witnesses mentioned above were
Oliver, Abbot of Dryburgh (c. 1250-68), and Hugh de Peresbv,
Viscount of Roxburgh, alive in 1281. In the cartulary of the Trinity
House of Soltra, preserved in the ‘Advocates Library’, Edinburgh,
is a deed conveying to that house all the lands held by inheritance
in Erceldoune by Thomas de Ercildoun filius et heres Thome
Rymour de Ercildoun. The date has been usually quoted 12941299 (The Dictionary of National Biography, Founded in 1882 by
George Smith, edited by Lesley Stephen and Sir Sidney Lee From
the Earliest Times to 1900, volume VI, published since 1917 the
Oxford University Press and sold by The Waverley Book Co. Ltd.,
96-97 Farrington St., London, E.C.4, page 803).
We present a short account of his life and the myth that
gave him his name and reputation.
Thomas lived in the village of Ercildoune now called
Earlston, a village on the right bank of the river Leader which is
eight miles from the village of Learmouth (see above illustration).
The ruins of the keep of an ancient tower (illustrated below) which
are still there were originally known as The Rymers Castle and,
later, Learmonth Tower.
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In the early days of the 13th century in Scotland, the ballad
or poem told stories and recorded history. Thomas was said to be
able to hold his audience spellbound. Lord and Lady, Knight and
knave, young and old, would hang on to every word, because
Thomas could only tell the truth, and many of his rhymes were
prophetic. He was born around 1220 and died about 1297;
prophecies only appeared in literary form in the 1400s when he
became a celebrated poet and prophet after his death. But while he
lived, he was famous too, because of the strange and fascinating
events that caused him to receive his amazing gifts. The story goes
that Thomas was walking in Huntly Burn near the Eildon Hills,
close to his home in Ercildoune one fine May morning, when he
heard a horse in the distance. As it came closer, he saw that the
rider was a very beautiful lady with golden hair and jewels
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sparkling over her spring green cloak. She stopped and introduced
herself as the Queen of the Underworld. He begged her for a kiss
and it was that which changed his life forever. She took the willing
Thomas with her back to the Underworld. It was there that he was
to learn that life consists of three paths. The first is desert flat, wide
and straight, as far as the eye can see. This path has an unhappy
and fruitless ending. The second path is narrow, winding and
treacherous with thorny hedges; this is the path of righteousness
with a good ending. The third path is very green and lush with
foliage and vegetation meandering into a forest or glade. This is
the path to the Underworld. Do not utter a word whilst passing
down this way or you will stay forever. The Queen gave Thomas
an apple from a perfectly laden tree which meant he would be
graced with the gift of truth, foresight and poetry. He was
transformed into a nobleman, as with the gift of truth a man is
indeed noble. He was given an enchanted harp to be used as the
link between this world and the Underworld showing its timeless
mystical qualities. With this and all his other gifts, he became a
wise Laird. When he returned to Ercildoune, he found that he had
been away for seven years, although it had seemed to him to have
been only an hour or so.

his own time as important, remarkable and special as he has been
called the Scottish Merlin and illustrations show him with a long
white beard, a tall hat and a long cloak. Some accounts record that
Thomas had a son. However there is no record of his larger family
but they most certainly did exist and, as already stated, had been in
this part of Scotland for several hundred years before he was born.
Many modern contemporary historians are considering the direct
connection of Thomas Rhymer with the Learmonth Clan through
paternal or maternal lines, and/or through some other relatives.

This story is of course the kind of myth that the people of
those days believed. Nevertheless, Thomas was regarded even in

It has only been possible to relate the basic information on
Thomas Rhymer. More romantic stories that connect Thomas
Learmont’s prophecy with the Scottish national hero William
Wallace, with the dramatic events in the Fyvie Castle, with the
Gight Castle and the fate of the great British Poet Lord Byron and
much more details can be found in the following publications:
“Learmonths-Lermontovs : origin & history of the surname and
families, 1057-2007” : Russia & Great Britain by Tatiana
Molchanova & Rex Learmonth.” (National Library of Scotland:
HB6.209.1.40); “Minstrelsy of the Scottish Border by Sir Walter
Scott (1803);
“The romance and prophecies of Thomas of
Erceldoune”, printed from five MSS with illustrations from the
prophetic literature of the 15th and 16th centuries” by Thomas,
James Augustus Henry Murray, published by N. Trübner for the
Early English Text Society, 1875.
During our investigations, we came across the following
interesting information in Old Rolls, which gives details relating to
early family members. Following are translations from Latin /
Norman French (“Rotuli de libertate ac de misis et Praesttitis,
Regnante Johanne”. Cura T. Duffus Hardy, London, 1844, pages:
52, 72, 95) Translation from page 52, date 1203 AD: The land
given: The King etc. to G. son of Peter etc. We command that you
give without delay, to the inheritor Gerard de Leheramont, 25
pounds for land from the land of Simon de Haverech, with all its
wheat and farm stock and whatever will come forth from it: and if
the aforesaid land is not worth 25 pounds, that you make this
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Thomas became Laird of the Castle of Ercildoune and
quickly established himself as a prophet. He predicted the death of
King Alexander III in a fall from his horse in 1286. This
prediction was made to The Earl of March in Dumbar Castle on the
day before the accident happened. He also predicted the union of
the Scottish and English Crowns, the Battle of Bannockburn and
the Jacobite uprisings. He wrote poetry and his advice and wisdom
were sort by all. The story goes that he disappeared in about 1297
when he was called back to the Underworld by two white deer or
forest children who came to take their brother back home and he
was never seen again.

known to us by default. Given by myself at Montefort, 25th July.
Translation of the page 72, date 1203 AD. The fief being granted
anew it is commanded that G. son of Peter assign to Gerard de
Leiramund 25 pounds sterling per annum in the matter of the fief
to the Exchequer, and these things shall be done before the
secretary (notary?), and by the time of their middle age, [the matter
of ] his fief shall be done by the heir from the Exchequer of the
former St. Michaels.
Translation of the page 95, date 1204 AD: “ The King etc.
for your support (prayers?) etc. We [at first told you that] without
delay you make over to the heir Ger. De Leermut in full holding of
the whole land which belonged to Gaufrey son of Hamois and
Netestedel, who is in Britain (Brittany?) with our enemies, with all
their farm stock, land and chattels, and make known to us what
stock may be on that land, and what chattels, and how much the
land itself may be worth with and without the stock, and how much
it can be valued [in future]. Given etc.”
According to this information King John gave the order to
his Justiciar' Geoffrey Fitz Peter who was 1st Earl of Essex, (Piers
de Lutegareshale, b. ca. 1162, d. 1213) to give the lands to Gerald
Leiramont in full holding. These lands belonged originally to
Gaufrey (Geoffrey) son of Hamois (Havoise?) and Gerald
Leiramont was the heir. They were vast lands with farm, chattels,
and stocks, so Leiramont became a wealthy laird.
In 1330 AD Adam Lethermouth was groom to King
Edward III (Calendar of memoranda rolls (Exchequer) preserved in
the Public Record Office: Michaelmas 1326-Michaelmas 1327.
London, H.M.S.O., 1968, pages 382-385, 2271: xxiv) (The King’s
groom was an honorary title and did not mean that he looked after
the King’s horses). This information indicates that these people
held high positions and were close to the English Court.
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The Russian version of our book, published in Moscow in
2008, recognised as the best book of year 2008. Mikhail
Yurievich Lermontov and our book were awarded with the
National Prize in the field of “Genealogical Studies.
Memory”.
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